
Five ways women can get more involved with their wealth

Here are five of Diana’s top tips for taking ownership of 
your wealth and inspiring your next generation to do the 
same… 
 
1.  Write your money autobiography to learn from 

your past and understand why you approach 
money as you do.  
“Describe all your financial experiences. Did you see your 
parents fighting over money? Did they decide on their 
finances separately or together? How did you feel when 
you earned your first paycheck or bought your first 
house? When you read through your money 
autobiography, you’ll spot trends and patterns in your 
approach to wealth. You can then consciously decide 
whether to continue your practices or change them.”

2.  Think about the money messages you send to the 
next generation, and how they might affect them. 
Money messages are both verbal and behavioral. 
“Children spot everything. They know about flying 
business class. They notice when Dad buys expensive 
toys. But what messages do you want to give them? And 
how might you tweak your messages to help your 
children become financially independent and responsible?”

3.  Build both your financial IQ and financial EQ. 
Recognize gaps in your skills and seek expert help 
to fill them.  
“In Western culture, we tend to value cognitive 
intelligence over being able to understand and manage 
emotions in ourselves and others. But both skills are 
essential. A person can make all the money in the world, 
but if they don’t have the emotional intelligence to 
manage their wealth and relationships well, they risk 
losing everything.”

4.  Involve your next generation in wealth from an 
early age – and set appropriate boundaries for 
them regarding money.  
“Use every suitable moment to educate your children 
about money – both financial IQ and EQ. When I was a 
child, my mother would ask me to add up our weekly 

The world’s wealth is increasingly passing into female hands. 
But many women don’t involve themselves in managing 
and deciding on their long-term finances. Our recent 
research (Own your worth) found that many women 
(notably 69% of young millennial females) aren’t participating 
in long-term financial decisions. When asked why, 82% of 
women said they think their spouse knows more about the 
topic, while 78% stated that their spouse was the family’s 
main breadwinner.

At our recent UBS Women Forum event, we asked a 
question: How can women take more control of their 
lifelong finances and better protect their futures? Diana 
Chambers, The Family Wealth Mentor™, provided some 
inspiring answers. And speaking from personal experience, 
Diana was perfectly placed to offer words of wisdom.

“Although I’m financially literate, my own experience of 
inheriting wealth was challenging, due to the dynamics in 
my family,” said Diana. “Afterwards, I recognized that if it 
was difficult for me, how much more difficult must it be 
for women who lack financial skills. I realized there’s a big 
difference between financial IQ (intelligence quotient) – 
understanding the technical dimensions of money – and 
financial EQ (emotional quotient) – knowing how money 
affects us and our relationships.”

So why do young millennial women particularly avoid 
getting involved in financial decisions that affect their 
future? “I believe many women have been enculturated to 
defer and give financial authority to the men in their lives,” 
Diana explained. “It’s changing but it won’t change 
overnight; enculturation is very powerful and passes down 
through generations.”

Diana’s company strapline is ‘Let your wealth express your 
love.’ For Diana, money isn’t just about transactions – it 
expresses who we are. “We can use our wealth to express 
our love for our family and the wider community. It’s about 
allowing our wealth to flow through us positively, so it 
reaches our loved ones and the world.”

Despite owning a significant proportion of the world’s wealth, many women 
still seem reluctant to take control of it. What are the barriers? How can we 
break those barriers and pass on better money skills to our children? Check 
out these five tips from leading family wealth mentor, Diana Chambers…  

The tradition trap

https://www.ubs.com/microsites/client-segments/en/own-your-worth.html
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What do you think?
Have these tips inspired you? What are your experiences 
of managing wealth? Do you have any words of advice? 
We’d love to hear from you!

grocery bills, which gave me a good understanding of 
costs and possible trade-offs. It’s also important to set 
limits, so children don’t think you’ll always be around to 
fund them. That helps lead to financial independence.”

5.  Have regular conversations with your spouse or 
partner about finances, and discuss financial topics 
as they arise.  
“Talking about money isn’t always easy. The stakes are 
highest in our primary relationships where we may not 
want to risk rocking the boat. But sharing thoughts and 
plans about money can help both parties feel more 
confident about the future. Make it a habit in your primary 
relationships to have financial conversations, possibly by 
scheduling regular convenient times for such talks.”
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Find out more about Diana Chambers at  
www.dianachambers.com and her book “True Wealth: 
letters on money, life and love”.
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